
WHAT IS THE URGENCY?

Over the past century, land-use practices and our
good efforts to suppress all fires have slowly but
surely changed the face of the landscape. Dead
vegetation has accumulated unnaturally in many
places, and we are now faced with the reality of larger,
more severe wildland fires. Not only are these intense
wildland fires dangerous and difficult to control,
but they are generally much more harmful to the
resources than the low-intensity fires Mother Nature
intended as a housekeeping tool.

The increasing challenge of protecting wildland/
urban interface areas needs immediate attention. This
is not a new problem, and we've been struggling for
many years to find a solution. Federal agencies cannot
solve this problem alone, but they can work with slate
and local organizations, communities, and home
owners to help close the growing gap between the
problem and the solution.

KEY POINTS OF THE REPORT

► Reconfirms that public and firefighter safety is the
top priority.

► Adjusts protection priorities from a strict 1 - human
life, 2 - property, and 3 - resource values to 1 - human
life and 2 - property and natural/cultural resources,
based on relative values to be protected.

► Creates a framework for allowing fire to function, as
nearly as possible, in its natural ecological role and
for using fire to achieve goals of ecosystem health.

► Places heavy emphasis on partnerships within the
Federal fire management agencies; with Stale, Tribal,
and local governments; and with the private sector,

► Directs agencies to Jointly develop programs to
expand the use of prescribed fire in fire-dependent
ecosystems.

►Requires that fire management goals and objectives be
set forth in land and resource management plans.

► Requires that every area subject to wildland fires be
covered by a Fire Management Plan that is responsive to
land and resource management plan objectives.

►Asks Federal agencies to ensure that all wildland/urban
interface areas are covered by Fire Protection Agreements,
to renegotiate existing agreements as needed to reflect a
Federal responsibility that is compatible with current
policy, and to ensure that State and local responsibilities
are apportioned appropriately.

►Clarifies that structural fire protection is generally the
responsibility of Tribes, Slates, and local governments
and identifies the Federal responsibility as wildland
firefighting, hazard fuels reduction, and cooperative
prevention, education, and technical assistance.

►Utilizes the Western Governors' Association as a catalyst
for involving State agencies as well as local and private
stake-holders in the wildland/urban interface; recommends
using the National Wildland/Urban Interface Fire Protection
Program, which includes Federal and State cooperators,
as a forum for focusing on wildland/urban interface issues.
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